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Abstract: According to a previous review of thermodynamics of electromagnetism, the Maxwell’s wave Equations 

were casted into an energy frame of reference by replacing the time in these Equations by entropy. Such transformation 

helps in redefining the energy quantum and realizes the representation of a postulated definition of the electric charge 

and magnetic flux as electromagnetic waves of electric or magnetic potentials. In this paper; it will be discussed 

experimental results that found the electric charge as electrified light and the magnetic flux as magnified light. Such 

definitions will be used here as a key to delete the duality confusion, to find a new photon’s wave function and to 

discuss the need to the Schrodinger’s particle-wave function. The introduced definitions will be used also to find 

innovative solutions of found unsolved problems in physics and to solve the inconsistency between classical physics, 

quantum mechanics and the special relativity. Finally it will be discussed how such approach succeeded in deleting 

redundancies in the SI system of units and clearing the ambiguities in defining the Tesla’s dark energy, the MIT's 

resonance evanescent waves, and exceeding the PV efficiency limit as determined by Shockley and Queisser. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

While the laws that characterize the flow of electric charge and magnetic flux are analogous to the laws that 

characterizes the flow of heat; both fluxes are not defined in literature as direct forms of energy which should have the 

same nature and possess similar units of energy, or Joule [1,2]. Such distortions were the source of finding many 

misconceptions related to electricity and magnetism and their units in physics-literature [3,4]. However, the traditional 

definitions of electric current as flow of electrons led to many unsolved problems in physics and the evolution of the 

duality confusion as introduced by Einstein to explain the photoelectric effect [5]. In a previous review of 

thermodynamics of electromagnetism; the author proved through an entropy approach that the flow of electric charge 

and magnetic flux is in the form of electromagnetic waves similar to the flow of heat, and is encountered by entropy 

generation. Accordingly; The flow of such fluxes was expressed, similar to the heat, as the entropy generated by such 

fluxes times the corresponding driving potentials as follows [6,7]:  
 

δ Qth=T dS    (1) 

 

δ Qel=E dS    (2) 

 

Qmag=H dS    (3) 
 

Such approach led to cast Maxwell’s wave Equations into an energy frame of reference by replacing the time in these 

Equations by entropy [6]: 
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By such transformation the Maxwell’s Equations are transferred into an energy frame of reference that is independent 

on time and adopt the arrow of time in terms of the entropy as a system function which measures the ongoing energy 

dispersal [8]. 
 

Such Equations are represented graphically in Fig. 1 [6]. In this figure the flow of energy of the electromagnetic wave 

is represented directly by the swept areas by the flowing wave as can be expressed mathematically by the sum of the 

following integrals [6]: 
2

e mag..

0

h (E dS H dS ) Joule


   (6) 

The first integral in Equation (6) represents the flow of electric energy and the second integral represents the flow of 

magnetic energy in an electromagnetic wave [6]. The sum of these energies in each wave represents the quantity of 

energy flow per wave or the energy quantum as an intermittent wave flow [6]. 

 

Fig. 1. Electromagnetic waves in E-s and H-s planes [6]. 
 

Success of casting the Maxwell’s wave Equation in such energy coordinates which represents directly the flow of 

electric and magnetic energies led to represent the separate flow of such energies as electromagnetic waves which 

either have electric potential +/- E, or magnetic potential, +/- H, as seen in Figs. 2 and 3 [9]. 

 

Mathematically, the flow of electric current can be represented in the E-s and H-s frames as electromagnetic wave of 

positive or negative potential, i.e., of potential +/- E as follows [9]:  

 

E(r,t) s( (r,s)) / E       (7) 

B(r,t) s( (r,s))      (8) 

 

In this case, the electric charge can be defined as flow of intermittent energy of negative or positive electric potential  
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Fig. 2. Representation of a positive electric charge as electromagnetic wave, or energy, of positive electric potential in the E-s plane [9]. 

 

 

Similarly; the flow of magnetic flux can be expressed as an electromagnetic wave of positive or negative potential, i.e., 

+/- Δ H , as follows [9]. 

H(r,t) s( (r,s)) / H       (9) 

E(r,t) s( (r,s))      (10) 

 

So, the magnetic flux and electric charge can be defined also as flow of intermittent, or wavy, energy of negative or 

positive potential similar to the flow of thermal radiation as intermittent flow of energy of thermal potential [9]. Bascon 

et al. found the experimental evidence for the quantization of magnetic flux and its intermittent flow as a wave [10,11]. 

They related the magnetic-quanta to the Planck’s constant “ℎ” which indicate the similarity between the flow of energy 

and the flow of magnetic flux as electromagnetic waves. Similarly, the fact that all free electric charges are integral 

multiple of the electron’s charge “e” is known as quantization of electric charge [2]. So, the photon, the electric charge, 

and the magnetic flux have similar properties of quantization. This conclusion represents the evidence that they have 

intermittent flow in the form of electromagnetic waves [9]. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Representation of the flow of magnetic flux as electromagnetic wave, or energy, of negative magnetic potential in H-s planes [9]. 
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Such definitions of electric charge and magnetic flux led to innovative understanding of the Photovoltaic and 

Magnetocaloric Effects that deletes ambiguities in these phenomena [12]. 

 

In this study; we will start by proving the truth of such definitions of electric charge and magnetic flux by results of 

Faraday’s experiments and another simple experiment. Then such innovative definitions will be used to find 

solutions of unsolved problems in physics as the dark energy and evanescent waves, quantum gravity, 

misconceptions in electromagnetism, inconsistency between classical physics, quantum mechanics and the special 

relativity. The same approach will be applied also to correct found errors in laws of electromagnetism and quantum 

mechanics and to delete redundancies in the SI system of units. 

 

II. FARADAY’S EXPERIMENTS 

 

Faraday’s experiment of magnetic induction, as seen in Fig. 4, may represent a proof that the electric current and 

magnetic flux should have the same origin or nature but of different potentials. The results of Faraday’s experiment of 

magnetic induction can be interpreted as follows: the electric current in the primary coil is converted by induction into 

magnetic flux in the core; then the induced magnetic flux of the core is converted once more into an electric current in 

the secondary coil [13]. Such way of understanding showed that both fluxes, electric and magnetic, should have similar 

natures and that their conversion process is experienced by exchanging their potentials, electric or magnetic, in a 

direction in the primary coil then in an opposite direction in the secondary coil [12].  

 

Fig. 4. Faraday’s Experiment of Magnetic Induction. 

 

While the fuzzy logic approach was recently introduced by Zadeh [14], such approach was applied since more than a 

century by Faraday to find plausible explanations of the results of his experiments [15]. Faraday’s opinion which 

accounts to his conviction that various forms under which the forces of matter have one common origin, is an example 

of following such approach in the past times [16]. He postulated that such forces, i.e., electric or magnetic force, are so 

directly related and mutually dependent, that they are convertible and possess equivalents of power in their actions [17]. 

Faraday wrote this statement as an introduction to the nineteenth series of his “Experimental Researches in Electricity,” 

published in the Philosophical Transactions in 1846-1852 [18]. It is an eloquent and remarkable statement which has 

been written by a modern physicist working on the foundations of a grand unified theory of forces. 
 

Faraday held many experiments whose results made him convinced that he had succeeded in magnetizing and 

electrifying a ray of light and in illuminating an electric or magnetic line of force [18]. However; he stated such 

conclusion as much as he could grasp to find plausible explanation of the results of his experiments in his time. He 

thought that there is a true direct relation and dependence between light and the magnetic and electric forces [19]. 

However, he didn’t interpret such results, as done through a newly postulated approach, into definitions of the electric 

current and the magnetic flux as electromagnetic waves of electric and magnetic potentials. So, electrifying a ray 

should mean, as it is newly defined, that it is converted into electric current by gaining electric potential during an 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_unification_theory
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electrification process [20]. Similarly, magnifying the ray means converting it into magnetic flux by gaining magnetic 

potential during a magnification process [21]. 

 

According to results of his experiments, Faraday found that the magnetic field can indirectly influence the behavior of a 

light wave [22]. This influence or effect that Faraday observed is now known as Faraday’s rotation because his 

experiment illustrated the rotation of a ray of light by the action of magnetic field, whatever the magnet’s 

configurations are, as seen in Fig. 5 [22]. 

 

Fig. 5. Rotation of a ray by a magnetic field. 

 

This was the first definitive evidence that light and electromagnetism are related, and paved the way for Maxwell’s 

brilliant theoretical demonstration of the existence of defining the light, or energy, as electromagnetic waves. The 

results were feeble, but still sufficient to show the perfect identity of action between electro-magnets and common 

magnets in their power over light [22]. 

 

Furthermore, Faraday employed a single magnetic pole, and evaluated how the effect depended on the relative 

orientation of components of his experiment (Fig. 6). Faraday’s illustration of this is shown below [23]. 

 

Fig. 6. Faraday’s experiment that shows how the rotation of the ray is effected by the relative position of the magnetic pole “P” and the trajectory of 

light from a to b or from c to d. 
 

Accordingly; Faraday announced at a meeting of the council of the Royal Institution that this experiment proves that 

light, heat and electricity are merely modifications of one great universal principle [23]. However; as concluded in his 

article, we can read “Faraday’s effect of light propagating in magnetic field converts it into magnetic flux” [24].  

 

Such conclusion is a sufficient experimental proof that magnetic flux has the same nature of light rays, as 

electromagnetic waves, but of a magnetic potential gained during propagation or magnetizing into a magnetic field. So, 

Faraday proved according to the results of his experiments that the heat radiation, the electric current and magnetic flux 

have a similar nature but the influence of the acting field as the source of their force, or potential, to act [25]. 
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III. SALAMA’S EXPERIMENT 

 

 

Fig. 7. Measurement of equivalence of magnetic and thermal energies [9]. 

 

Reviewing the results of a simple experiment, Fig. 7 that used a permanent magnet immersed in a water basin to attract 

iron balls along an inclined smooth glass plane; the heat lost from the water was found equivalent to the done magnetic 

work in attraction of the balls along the shown plate according to the following Equation [6]: 

 
 

F b
C  T n m  g s sin      (11) 

 

Such results may be considered as a proof that the magnet converted the thermal potential of the heat absorbed from 

water into magnetic potential to substitute the lost magnetic energy from the magnet. Similarly, it was possible to 

measure the equivalence of the heating rates, in magnetic fluids, to the subjected alternating magnetic power [26].  

 

Reviewing also the definition of the magnetocaloric effect in literature as applied in refrigeration; it is possible to 

deduce the same conclusion of similarity of the natures of heat and magnetic flux [11,27]. Consequently, it is possible 

to postulate the similarity of the natures of the magnetic flux and heat and their reversible interchangeability through 

exchanging their potentials [6,27]. 
 

IV. SOLUTIONS OF REDUNDENCIES IN SI SYSTEM 

 

Missing clear definitions of the electric charges or magnetic flux, as electrified or magnetized electromagnetic waves, 

introduced confusing units in electromagnetism which do not belong directly to the energy units as the Coulomb, 

Ampere, Gauss, Tesla, Henry, and Farad, Table 1 [28,29].  

 

However, defining the electric charge and magnetic flux as electromagnetic waves that can be measured by energy 

units led to propose a universal system of units that delete such discrepancies or fuzziness in the SI system of units as 

seen in Table 2 [30]. 
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Table 1. Electromagnetic non-analogous units in SI system of units [27]. 

 

Magnetic quantity Electric quantity 

Magneto-motive force Amp Electromotive force Volt 

Magnetic field strength Amp/m Electric field strength Volt/m 

Permeability kg m/sec
2
/Amp

2
 Conductivity Sec

3
 Amp

2
/kg/m

3
 

Magnetic Flux m
2
 kg/sec

2
/Amp Current density Amp/m

2
 

Reluctance Amp
2
/m

2
 kg/ sec

2
 Resistance m

2
 kg /sec

3
/Amp

2
 

 

Table 2. Electromagnetic Analogous Units in a Universal System [28]. 
 

Magnetic quantity Electric quantity 

Magneto-motive force Volt Electromotive force Volt 

Magnetic field strength Volt/m Electric field strength Volt/m 

Permeability W/m Volt Conductivity W/m Volt 

Magnetic Flux W/m
2
 Current density W/m

2
 

Reluctance V/W or Ω Resistance V/W or Ω 
 

 

V. CORRECTIONS OF DIMENSIONAL ERRORS IN FARADAY’S LAW OF SELF-INDUCTION 

 

Consider a coil consisting of N turns and carrying a current I in the conductor as shown in Fig. 8. If the current is 

steady, then the magnetic flux through the loop will remain constant. However, if the current changes with time, then 

according to Faraday’s law, an induced emf will arise to oppose the change [28]. The property of the loop in which its 

own magnetic field opposes any change in current is called “self-inductance,” and the emf generated is called the self-

induced emf. Mathematically, the self-induced emf can be written as follows [28]: 

 

d d B.A
emf

dt dt


      (12) 

 

The “emf” is a misnomer; it is not a force at all [29]. In literature we find numerous definitions of such emf, many of 

which are not completely consistent with each other [30]. The common definition is that the emf is the work done per 

unit charge to create potential difference (voltage) [31]. Both the emf and voltage have the same units of volt and the 

two terms are used synonymously. In electromagnetism literature; we find Equation (12) is written also as follows [32]: 

 

d B.A
V

dt
       (13) 
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Fig. 8. Magnetic flux through the current loop. 

 

Substituting the units of the terms in the LHS and the RHS of the previous Equation according to the SI system of units; 

we will get the following inequality that expresses the non-constancy of the units on the both sides of the Equation: 
2 2

2

3

kg / sec m .kg
volt m   

Amb.sec Amb.sec
   

 

By introducing the units of the proposed universal system and using the theory of dimensional analysis to get 

consistency of dimensions of the both sides in Equation (13); the R.H.S of the Equation might be modified as follows 

[33]: 

m

d B
V -R . A

dt
     (14) 

 

The term “Rm” in Equation (14) represents the reluctance, or magnetic resistance, of the core of the coil in V/W. 

However; it is found that such modification of Faraday’s law may better fit the experimental results of his induction 

experiment [27,33]. 

 

It is possible also by following a similar procedure as that used in modifying Faraday’s law, by considering the unique 

nature of electric charges and magnetic flux as electromagnetic waves, to solve the inconsistency found in literature in 

the relations between electric and magnetic fields on the one hand and current density and magnetic flux on the other 

[34,35]. 

 

The introduced definitions based on the modified Maxwell’s wave Equation can be used also to simplify the derivation 

of governing Equations in the electromagnetism. As an example; we may apply such definitions on derivation the 

Equation the consider mutual induction between two coils, Fig. 4 [36]. In absence of losses; we may consider the rate 

of flow of electric charge in the primary coil is equal to the rate of generated magnetic flux flowing between the 

primary and the secondary coil and equal to the induced electric current in the secondary coil as all have the same 

nature and units [33]; i.e.: 

primary sec
I B I      (15) 

So, expressing such rates in terms of the electric or magnetic potentials times the rate of the corresponding entropy 

generation or flow; we get [37]: 

pr e.pr mag sec e.sec
E S H S E S    (16) 

 

Accordingly 

pr e.sec

sec e.pr

E S

E S
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The the rate of flow of entropy in the coils measures the energy dispersal in such coils [37]. As such dispersal is 

suppressed physically by increasing the numbers of turns of such coils, it is possible to express mathematically such 

dependence as follows [37]: 

e.sec coil
S 1 / n     (17) 

 

Then, the relation between entropy flow in the primary and the secondary coils can be written as follows: 

pre.sec

sece.pr

nS

nS
      (18) 

Substituting in Equation (16) 

pr pre.sec

sec sece.pr

E nS

E nS
      (19) 

Accordingly 

pr pr

sec sec

E n

E n
      (20) 

This Equation, as concluded from the followed entropy approach, is identical with the found experimental results and 

the Equation found in physics literature [36]. 

 
 

VI. CLEARING THE DUALITY CONFUSION 

 

The source of the duality confusion was initiated by the Einstein’s explanation of photovoltaic effect that assumes the 

ejection of the electrons by a light wave [38]. Such explanation was proved as a misconception according to the 

principles of conservation of momentum where the relativistic momentum of a photon is negligible with respect to the 

actual momentum of an electron [39]. Additionally, as the flow of electric charge is defined as a flow of 

electromagnetic waves, the photovoltaic effect can be explained as electrifying the incident electromagnetic waves 

when crossing the cell’s junction, that converts the incident light into electric charges as happened in Faraday’s 

experiment of electrifying the light [18,40]. Discarding the definition of electric current as flow of electrons deletes the 

idea of any interaction between the light waves and particles and clarify the duality confusion too [12]. Such conclusion 

deletes the need to depend on solutions of the Schrodinger’s Equation that assume the flow of particles as waves and 

represent a source of conflict between classical physics and quantum mechanics [41]. 

 

VII. INVESTIGATING WHAT IS REALLY REAL IN QUANTUM MECHANICS 

 

This question is generally asked by physicists when discussing the quantum mechanics [42]. As previously discussed; 

clearing the duality confusion should drop the need to imagine the flow of waves as particles or the flow of particles as a 

wave [43]. Considering the photon as a quantum of light energy was firstly introduced by Max Planck in the year 1900 in 

order to explain the spectral distribution of electromagnetic waves emitted by a blackbody [44]. Looking at the original 

interpretation of energy quantization according to Planck, he stated that the flow of electromagnetic waves should be 

considered as a continuous flow of wave-packets and he found that the energy of such packets equals to ℎ=6.626176 × 10
-34

, 

when = 1 [44] According to this original statement of Planck, “ℎ” expresses the energy per wave or the sum of the swept 

areas in the E-s and H-s planes in Fig. 1. Such energy packet is expressed mathematically, as previously introduced, by 

Equation (6), as follows [45]: 
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2

e mag..

0

h (E dS H dS ) Joule / wave


   (21) 

    

Such definition of energy packet per wave contradicts the traditionally considered energy of a photon in quantum 

mechanics that equals to ℎ Joule. Such statement is illogic because the product of any constant, as ℎ, times the 

frequency, gives a rate of flow of energy and cannot represent an energy quanta as defined in quantum literature but it 

indicates the high rate of energy flow [45]. Such statement represents a source of misconceptions in quantum 

mechanics as is incorrect from the dimensional point of view which turns the rate of energy flow which should be in 

Watt into a quantity of energy in Joules [46]. Looking at the original statement of Planck’s law for spectral irradiance 

[46]. 

2

1

5 c

T

c 1
B ( ,T)

e 1




 




    (22) 

In this Equation 𝑐1 is called constant of radiation and is equal to 3.74177153 × 10
-16

 W. m.
2
 

 

Such Equation did not involve the Planck’s constant. However, the stated Planck’s law for spectral irradiance in 

literature is written as follows [47]: 
3

v 2

2 h v
B (T)

c


2

2 1 1

c

T

1
W / m sr Hz

e 1

 

 

  (23) 

 Equation (23) is wrong from the dimensional point of view as the term “ℎ𝜈” should not have the unit of energy, i.e., 

Joule, but it should have the units of energy per wave, i.e., the Joule/wave. In this case, by multiplying 𝐵𝜈 (𝑇) by the 

frequency the number of the flowing packets of energy buckets per second, i.e., 𝑑𝜈, then the units of the term 𝐵𝜈 (𝑇). 

𝑑𝜈 will be in Watt/m
2
 [6]. So, replacing ℎ𝜈 {J} in the previous Equation by ℏ {J/wave}, the statement of Planck’s law 

can be dimensionally modified as follows [6]: 

B

2
1 2

v 2 h

k T

2 h v 1
B (T)  Joule / wave. sr m

c
e 1





(24) 

 

In this case, the rate of radiation of energy whose frequency is in the range from 𝜈 to 𝜈+𝑑𝜈 will equal to: 

B

2
2

v 2 h

k T

2 h v 1
B (T)  .dv W/m

c
e 1





  (25) 

 
Writing the original Planck’s law as stated in Equation (24) represents the intermittent flow of energy per wave, or 
the photons, as introduced by Planck and Einstein [48]. While the conversion of the original Planck’s law into the 
form cited in literature keeps the dimensions of Bv(T) in J/m

2
 but it hasn’t the required physical meaning that shows 

the relation between the photons and the frequency of its flow as a wave [49]. 
 
So, replacing the time in the Maxwell’s Equation by entropy approves the flow of energy into lumps each has the 
quantity “ℏ.” It yields also solutions that are independent on time similar to photon’s wave function developed by 
solving Schrodinger’s Equation [50]. 
 
However, Gibbs considered the entropy as a function of the probability according to the following Equation [51]: 
 

S=k ln Ω       (26) 
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Where "Ω." represents of the accessible energy microstates that tells how the internal energy, U of a system is 

distributed amongst the various energy levels of such system [50]. Accordingly; the solutions found by the modified 

Maxwell’s Equations, i.e., Equations (4) and (5), have similar probabilistic concept as that found by solving the 

Schrodinger’s Equation [51]. 

 

Accordingly, the concept of the photon as an energy quantum, as introduced by Schrodinger’s Equation, had been 

originated by Planck’s and the Maxwell’s Equations [52]. Similarly, the photon’s wave function as introduced by 

Schrodinger as a tool to find a time independent frame for the flow of such photons is verified also by the Maxwell’s  

Equations when replacing the time by entropy in these Equations as previously explained [6,53]. 

 

According to the innovative description of the photovoltaic effect, there is no need to assume any interaction between 

the incident light waves and electrons or to accept the particle wave function as a solution of Schrodinger Equation [12]. 

Accordingly, it is possible to consider the quantum description of gravity and the particle’s wave function, as a 

misconception. This conclusion solves the conflict between the quantum mechanics, the classical physics and 

Einstein’s relativity theory [54]. In other words, the particles wave function, as introduced by Schrodinger, may be 

considered as a source of difficulties in quantum mechanics [55]. 

 

VIII. CLEARING TESLA’S DARK ENERGY, MIT’S EVANSCENT WAVES AND PV EFFICIENCY LIMIT 

 

The success of the Tesla in transferring the electric power wirelessly at Wardenclyffe was contradicting the classical 

definition of electric energy as flow of particles, or electrons, into the atmosphere [56]. This experiment was based on 

abrupt discharge of electromagnetic waves of extremely high electric potential, according to the innovative definition 

of electric charges, through atmosphere similar to the discharge of electric energy from clouds to the earth during 

lightning [57]. While the Tesla’s power was defined as radiant dark energy because it was not seen, such nomination 

represented a misunderstanding of the normal nature of electric current as electromagnetic waves of electric potential 

[58]. 

 

Similar to Tesla’s experiment in Wardenclyffe, researchers in the MIT succeeded in transferring magnetic flux by 

resonance between two coils. They discovered the natures of the transferred energy as waves whose amplitude 

diminishes exponentially by the distance between the two coils and called the emitted magnetic energy from the 

primary coil as evanescent waves [59,60]. However, such energy is, according to the innovated definition of magnetic 

flux, should be considered as normal magnetic flux that is transferred as electromagnetic waves of magnetic potential 

that is naturally decayed by the crossed magnetic resistance of atmosphere [6]. 

 

Depending on Einstein’s explanation of the photovoltaic effect; Shockley and Queisser derived a limit that cannot be 

exceeded by the photovoltaic cells [61]. However; such limit was actually exceeded by modern photovoltaic cell that 

represents a violation of a theoretically derived limit [62]. Following an approach that depends on the introduced 

definition of the electric current, it was possible to prove that the photovoltaic effect is driven mainly by the thermal 

potential of the incident waves and depends on the Seebeck effect of the materials of the cell’s junction [63]. Such 

approach solves also the conflict between the found measurement and the non-understanding of the nature of the 

electric charges. 

IX. CONCLUSION  

 

Realizing the nature of electric current and magnetic flux as electromagnetic waves of electric or magnetic potentials, 

according to their innovative definitions, represents a key to solve many unsolved problems in physics and to find 

logical proofs of some laws in electromagnetism. Such definitions are based on robust experimental results and 

mathematical foundation derived by casting the Maxwell’s wave function into an energy frame of reference. Following 

this approach, it was possible to clear the duality confusion, to discard the need to the Schrodinger’s particle’s wave 
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function and to delete the inconsistency between classical physics, quantum mechanics and the special relativity. 

Additionally, it was possible to correct errors in defining the Tesla’s dark wave, The MIT’s evanescent waves and the 

photon’s energy that originated from misunderstanding the common nature of electric energy and magnetic flux as 

electromagnetic waves of different potential similar to the heat as electromagnetic waves of thermal potential. Finally; 

it was possible to introduce a universal system of units that deletes redundancies in the existing SI system of units and 

correct dimensional errors in laws of physics. 
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